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IN'CiODUC T ION 

Prior to 1910 the knowledge of corona was very nager. The per- 

iod fo1ling that date was niarked by intense activity in the investi- 

gation of corona phenoniena by the manufacturing and operating companies 

and in the laboratories of the various colleges and universities. 

This resear3h work has resulted in tho accumulation of a large amount 

of data and a working knowledge of the laws goveing corona. 

All of the phenomena that have been observed in connection with 

corona can be very satisfactorily explained by Townsend's theory of 

ionization by collision, first presented in 1900. The formation of 

large numbers of ions in a gas under the influence of an electric 

field where the gradient exceeds a certain critical value is explained 

by a chance free electron receiving sufficient kinetic energy through 

acoelera5ion in the field to enable it to expel an outer electron from 

an atom or molecule when this kinetic energy is delivered to a particle 

by colli8ion. The kinetic energy delivered to the particle by the 

collision is trunsformed to the potential energy of the electron and 

the positive ion resulting from the collision. Y&ien reconbination 

takes place this potential enerr is liberated in the form of electro- 

magnetic radiations, sono of which are in the visiDle spectrum. It is 

this radiation which gives to corona its characteristic luminous appear- 

anca. 

Empirical equations have been developed from which it is pos- 

sible to calculate the potential required to just initiate corona on 

various types of electrodes with a fair degree of accuracy. In the 



case of polished cylindrical and spherical electrodes it is necessary 

to know only the dimensions of the di-leotric circuit. Thus it can be 

shovrn by inatheiriatics that when the ratio of S/i' is large the naximum 

gradient at the surfaces of two parallel cylindrical conductors is 

E 

r io 
r 

(1) 

when En is the voltage to neutral, r the radius of the conductors and 

S the spacing between them. In the case of stranded cables and weather- 

ed conductors it is necessary to use empirical factors to correct for 

surface irregularities. 

Empideal equations have also been developed from which it is 

possible to calculate the power loss resulting from corona on con- 

ductors. These equations give results in good agreement with the ex- 

periinental values for voltages greater than the visual critical corona 

values but lose their accuracy below this potential because conductor 

irregularities are the predominating influence in this range. Because 

of the excessive power loss voltages very near tue visual critical 

potential may not be exceeded if a transmission line is to be efficient, 

therefore corona power loss calculations in the practical range of 

potentials are inaccurate. 

There is, however, one phase of conductor corona phenomena that 

has not been investigated, namely the radio frequency electromagnetic 

radiations that interfere with radio reception. The need for knowledge 

in this field is becoming more and more urgent as radio transmission 

and reception continues to grow in importance. 
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Conductor corona discharges are inherently a source of radio in- 

terference as will be shovrn later in this paper. High-voltage insul- 

ators have been particular offenders in the past and much work has been 

done and is being done to eliminate interference from this source. Cor- 

ona on conductors can, however, create interference of a much higher 

order of field strength due to the greater amount of energy involved 

and little is Imown of the nature of the interference from conductor 

corona. With an alternating line voltage it has, in fact, been a moot 

question whether the interference originates when the conductor is pos- 

itive or negative or shows no polarity effect at all. 

The public utilities are recognizing the importance of eliminat- 

ing radio interference because of its undesirable effect on public 

relations and the reduction in revenue resulting from the reduced use 

of radio receiving sets under conditions of unsatisfactory reception. 

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company in the recent electrification of 

their lines installed, at greatly increased cost, hollow conductors 

for the express purpose of eliminating radio interference. 

The National Electric Light Association and the Northwest 

Electric Light and Power Association are cooperating with the Oregon 

State College Engineering Experiment Station in the investigation of 

radio interference from higi-voltage transmission lines, and it is 

through this cooperation that the work presented in this thesis was 

made possible. 
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AORY EQUIPÌNT 

Alternating Current Generator. 

The source of power for the laboratory tests was a 15 kva., 220 

volt alternator driven by an induction motor operated from the labora- 

tory power supply. The alternator was used with an interconnected star 

arrangement of the windings during all of the experimental work to 

obtain the best voltage wave form possible. Exciting current for the 

alternator was obtained from the laboratory storage battery supply to 

eliminate the necessity of operating direct current machines all of 

which produced undesirable interference. The alternator voltage was 

controlled by field rheostats. Through the use of this equipment a 

much better wave form and a more constant source of voltage were ob- 

tamed than wore available from the alternating current mains in the 

laboratory. The equipment also possessed the advantage that it was 

free from radio interference at all voltages and loads. 

High-Voltage Transformer. 

The high-voltage transformer was a General leotric, Type K, 

Form EV, 110/220-110,000 volt Testing Transformer. The transformer 

was equipped with a voltmeter coil having a nominal ratio of 1000 to 

1 with the high voltate winding. This voltmeter coil ratio was 

checked with sphere gaps and for the wave forms used was found to be 

within the linüts of accuracy required for this investigation. The 

voltmeter coil also provided a means of obtaining a very close approxi- 

mation of the high voltage wave form by examination with a Duddell 

type of oscillograph. 
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The inflienoe of polarity on corona and the resulting radio 

interference is of so much iuportance in this investigation from both 

theoretical and practical considerations that very great care was 

exercised in determining the polarity of both the high voltage wind- 

Ing and the voltmeter potential coil. The direct current method of 

determining polarity was applied to both of these coils and their 

relative polarities carefully determined. This was necessary because 

the voltmeter coil potential was used on the Duddell osoillograph to 

measure said indicate the instantaneous polarity of the test conductor 

voltage. These polarity determ.thations were not made for the trans 

former alone but wore carried back to the pgrap1c roord on the 

Duddell oscillograph to eliminate any possible error in interpreting 

the experimental data. 

Wave Form Correction. 

The wave form was investigated at the beginning of the experi- 

mental work and it was found that the current drawn by the corona on 

the test conductor caused pronounced harmonics in the voltage wave. 

The rate of change of current during the first burst of corona is so 

very rapid that although the maxiaim current is only a few milli- 

amperes the instantaneous reactance voltage drop is large enough to 

badly distort the voltage wave. The ideal method of correcting this 

difficulty would be to connect a condenser across the high voltage 

winding of sufficient capacitance to supply this energy consumed by 

the corona. This method of correction was tried by connecting a high 

voltage condenser of 0.004 microfarads capacitance across the high 



voltage winding. This gave a very good wave form at all voltages, 

however, corona formation at the edges of the plates caused so much 

radio interference that it was impossible to use it during the radio 

interference tests. 

Another method of correction is to load the transformer so 

that the impedence drop in the windings due to the corona current 

is a small fraction of the total voltage drop. A. water tube resist- 

once consisting of thirty six feet of three-fourths inch rubber hose 

through which water circulated continuously was used as such a load. 

The resistance consisted of two eighteen foot sections of hose with 

the mid-point connected to the high voltage conductors and the inlet 

and discharge ends grounded. This arrangement provides two water 

tube resistances in parallel for the load. With tap water circulat.. 

ing through the hose the load on the transformer was about ten kilo'. 

watts at one hundred ten kilovolts or full load at the maxiiiit 

potential of the transformer. This method of correction was found to 

give a very good wave form for voltages up to eighty kilovolts and 

one that could be used up to one hundred ten kilovolts. Other 

methods of eliminating the harmonics which were tried consisted of 

loading the alternator with a non-inductive resistance and with a low 

voltage condenser but both were found to be unsatisfactory. 

The high voltage condenser could not be used during the radio 

interference tests and it was desirable to have all tests performed 

under similar conditions, therefore, it was decided to use the water 

tube resistor for all of the investigations. The resulting wave form 
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is shown by the Duddell osoillograrns of the voltmeter coil voltage. 

Cathode Ray Oscillograph. 

The low voltage cathode ray oscillograph was used exter.sively 

in the tests. The osoillograph tube was the Western Electric Coipaziy 

224 B type and is so well known that no description is required. The 

particular tube used throughout the tests was calibrated in order that 

quantitative data might be obtained. A variable alternating potential 

was applied to the vertical deflector plates of the tube and the to-tel 

deflection ou the fluorescent screen measured. The potential was then 

removed and the zero location of the beam determined, From these data 

the deflection in both the positive and negative directionb was ib- 

tamed. The altermmting potential was measured with voltmeters iich 

were later compared with laboratory standard instruìents. The effect- 

ive values of the potentials applied to the plates were then multiplied 

by the crest factor of a sine wave and these values of voltage taken as 

the true deflecting potential. Direct current check points were taken 

and found to agree with the alternating voltage calibration. Ïhe 

anode-cathode potential of the tube was kept constant at 310 volts 

througîout the investigation. The tube was mounted in a light proof 

box with an opening in one end for visual observation of the fluores-. 

cent screen. The box was equipped with a slide for receiving a 

standard five by seven inch cut film holder. After the holder was 

inserted in the box the slide could be removed and the oscillograph 

tube moved forward until the fluorescent screen was in contact with the 

film. The film holder was especially selected for fleibHity to allow 



some bending of the film to obtain a greater area of intimate contact 

between the convex screen and the film. Yihen exposing osoillograms 

the fila.ment of the osoillograph tube was loft burning and the anode- 

cathode circuit was closed and opened by a telegraph key. Exposures 

of the order of one-fourth second are necessary,when using this ar- 

rangement. on Super-peed Portrait Films. 

Sweeping Oscillator. 

The sweeping oscilitor used in conjunction with the cathode 

ray osoillograph tube to give the image an approximately linear axis 

was constructed in conjunction with this work. It consists essentially 

of a gas filled therthonio tube in parallel with an adjustable conden-. 

cer which is charged through a variable high resistance from a battery 

of approximately three hundred volts, The method of operation is as 

follows. When the battery potential is applied to the oscillator 

the voltage across the condenser and tube rises exponentially with 

time until it reaches the ionizing potential of the tube. The tube 

then breaks down and immediately changes from an insulator to a con- 

ductor with a constant voltare drop of about fifteen volts. This dis- 

charges the parallel condenser, the tube deionizes and restores itself 

when the potential drops below the extinction value, and the cycle then 

repeats. The voltage drop across the series resistance is applied to 

the horizontal deflector plates of the oscillograph tube and sweeps the 

beam across the tube from left to right as the condenser charges and 

when the tube ionizes it returns from right to left so rapidly that the 

trace is invisible. Other refinements and additions were incorporated 
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in the o8eillator which have proven to be very useful. The addition 

of an extra battery shown as D in Fig. i and controlled by a potenti- 

oxneter in the output circuit waz extreniely useful. Their function is 

to place an adjustable permanent potential on the horizontal deflector 

platos of the oscillograph tube. By the use of this potential the 

portion of the exponential sweeping voltage may be selected ïich 

gives the best time axis. Another feature of the oscillator was the 

use of a 110 to 10 volt synchronizing transformer in the grid circuit 

of the gas-filled tube. The 110 volt vdnding of this transforner ws 

connected through a potentiometer to the voltmeter coil of the high.. 

voltage transformer, The secondary of the synohroniziiag transforr 

ixnpresces a ripple on the direct current grid bias of the trionode. 

This alternating current grid voltage initiates the ionization and 

synchronizes the oscillator with the voltage under investigation which 

prevents the image on the fluorescent screen from shifting. The direct 

ourrent negative grid bias may be changed from zero to twelve volts by 

a potentiometer. Through the use of this potentiometer the ion..Ling 

potential of the tube can be changed from approxinmtely 20 to 300 volts. 

This enables the operator to lengthen or shorten the charging period 

of the condenser which changes both the frequency and the length of 

sweep. The tube used in the oscillator is a Western Electric 256A 

trionode This is a three element gas-filled thermioric tube so 

designed that for any given anode-cathode potential there is a crit- 

ical grid potential. If the grid is more negative than this critical 

value the space current through the tube is zero. If it is less 
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negative the tube iomizes, becomes conducting and the space current 

depends only on the anode-cathode battery potential, the series 

resistance in the circuit and the constant anode-cathode drop. The 

grid losses all control of the discharge once it is started and it 

may be extinguished only by decreasing the voltage across the tube 

to a value less than its extinction potential. 

It was found that the frequency of the completed oscillator 

oould be controlled from two or three cycles per second to near the 

upper limit of the audible range. A detailed wiring diagra of the 

oscillator is shown in Fig. i and the right-hand instrument on the 

table in Fig. 5 is the completed device. 

It was found necessary to completely shield the cathode ray 

osoillograph, oscillator, and all batteries connected with them to 

eliminato the influence of extraneous electric fields. The shield- 

Ing was accomplished by housing the equipment in a cage made of one- 

quarter inch mesh, heavy steel wire screen. 

Radio Receiving Set. 

The radio receiving set used in the tests was a set construct- 

cd by the Bell Telephone Laboratories for measuring the field strength 

of radio broadcasting stations. It employs a standard superhetorodyne 

circuit containing an oscillator, high frequency detector, three 

stages of intermediate frequency amplification, a low frequency de- 

tector and one stage of audio frequency amplification. The eight 

tubes used in the set are of the Vestern Electric 215-A type. The 

tu n Ing condensers of the set were accurately calibrated and were 
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adjusted to 1000 kilocycles, the center of the broadcast band, through- 

out all of tie tests. The gain and filament current were also kept at 

the saum values to n.ke the results obtained from day to day comparable. 

The loop antenna for the receiving set was placed approximately fifty- 

five inches from the test conductor and parallel to it so that very 

good coupling was obtained. Visual observations in a darkened room at 

night showed that the initial visible corona on the test conductor and 

audible radio interference from the receiving set were coincident. 

Duddell Oscillograph. 

The Duddell type of oscillograph used was a General Electric 

Type EM, Form C, three element oscillograph. It is so universally 

understood that no description will be given of the instrument, The 

output of the radio set was applied to one vibrator of the instrument 

through a specially constructed impedence matching transformer. 

Corona Current Bridge Circuit. 

A circuit was devised, and the necessary equipment constructed 

by the use of which it was possible to detect and measure the corona 

current from a test conductor. Two parallel conductors 22 feet long 

were supported 63 inches above the floor on transformer oil treated, 

maple wood strain insulators thirty-six inches long. The ends of these 

conductors were well shielded by grading rings to prevent corona at 

these points. The standard, or corona free conductor, was a well poi- 

ished one-half inch galvanized iron pipe having an outside diameter of 

0.835 inches after polishing. The test conductor varied in size from 

a No. 10 A.W.G. solid copper wire to a No. 0000 aluminum cable and 

were all highly polished. Ten sheet metal plates with shielded edges 



FIG. 2. DESIGN DIMENSIONS OF PLATES COMPRISING THE 
NEUTRAL PLANE. 
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were constructed for use as neutra]. planes. These plates are made of 

24 gage galvanized iron sheets supported on three-eighths inch galvan- 

ized iron pipe frames which stiffen the platea and shield the edges. 

The four larger plates for the end shields also have pipe supports 

througi their centers to further reinforce them. The sheet ntal was 

rolled aromad the pipe and soldered in place, after which all excess 

solder and the sharp corners were filed off. These plates were screwed 

to treated maple strips which in turn were bolted to a lacquered Doug- 

las fir framework. The frames were equipped wi.th legs made of one inch 

ninety degree conduit elbows. A dimension drawing of the neutral plane 

plates for one conductor appears in Fig. 2. The complete neutral plane 

equipment consists of two sets of plates like those shovm in Fig. 2. In 

the oase of the franie carrying the three plates of the middle section, 

the center one of which must be well insulated from the other two, great 

care was used to obtain good creepage distances between the plates. In 

no case was this distance less than thirteen inches across treated 

maple strips three inches wide plus four inches across lacquered Doug- 

las fir. There are a total of eight such paths in parallel between the 

two outside plates and the center plate. 

It can be shown mathematically, froni fundamental relationships, 

that the dielectric field between two identical conductors is undis- 

turbed by the introduction of an infinite conducting plane half way be- 

tween the two conductors if the plane potential is midway between that 

of the two conductors. In other words, the dielectric field between a 

conductor and an infinite plane S/2 centimeters from it is exactly the 

same as one-hall' the field between two conductors S centimeters apart 
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when the voltage between these conductors is twice that between the 

conductor and the infinite neutral plane. With a neutral plane of 

practical dimensions the dielectric field is distorted because the 

total flux is decreased and the flux on the plane is increased in 

density becau$e of the limited area. most of the distortion is near 

the edges of the plates as is shown by the following data. 

Neutral planes fifty-seven inches wide and 238 inches long with 

a central guarded section 23.8 inches wide and 78.8 inches long were 

used in this investigation. The arrangement of the plates constitut- 

ing a plane is shown in Fig. 2. Experimental data show that for a 24 

inch conductor to plane spacing the shielded plate in the plane inter- 

cepts 110 per cent of the theoretical flux for a segment of an infinite 

plane having the same dimensions or 36.6 per cent of the total flux per 

unit length of conductor to an infinite plane. At 36 inch conductor 

to plane spacing the flux intercepted is 111.7 per cent of the theor- 

etical value or 23.8 per cent of the infinite plane flux. Therefore, 

the quantity and distribution of the flux on the shielded section of 

the experimertal plane approxixrtes very closely the corresponding 

values for the saine area in a hypothetical infinite neutral piane mid- 

wsy between two parallel conductors. The ract that the calculated and 

experimental critical visual corona potentials for all conductors 

checked very accurately is further proof of the small reduction in 

total flux. Correction factors were applied to the corona current data 

taken from the cathode ray oscillograxns and cyclograrris to express then 

in terms of infinite plane conditions. 
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In. the laboratory the two neutral planes were set up, back to 

back, between the two conductors. All of the plates exoept the one 

in. the center of each group were connected together and grounded. 

The charging current flowing between the conductor and its 

neutral plane is a.ny tiins larger than the corona current near the 

critical corona voltage hence it is desirable to eliminate it when 

investigating the corona current. This was accomplished by the circuit 

shown in Fig. 3. The charging current from the corona free conductor 

to the neutral plane flows through the resistance R1 to ground and the 

ourrent from the test conductor through R2. If these two charging cur- 

rents are exactly equal and in phase, and if R1 equals R2 the two 

points A and B must be at equal potentials above ground; therefore, the 

potential difference between them is zero. If the two charging currents 

are not exactly equal but the product of one multiplied by the resist- 

anoe through which it flows equals the IR product for the other there 

is no potential difference between A and B. It may be seen upon refer- 

ring to Fig. 3 that the entire oscillator circuit and the anode circuit 

of the cathode ray oscillograph is at the potential 11R1 above ground, 

consequently a charging current will flow between the apparatus con- 

nected to this point and ground which will not be present in the other 

arm of the bridge unless the capacitance C is connected in the circuit 

and adjusted to a value equal to that of the capacitance of the appara- 

tus to ground. 

The procedure in balancing the bridge circuit is as follows. R2 

is adjusted to some value to give a convenient scale and satisfactory 

sensitivity for the deflection on the cathode ray oscillograph. The 
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potential of the two conductors is then increased to some value slight- 

'y less than the critical visual voltage of the test conduotor. R1 is 

then adjusted until minimum deflection is obtained on the oscillograph 

fluorescent screen, C3 is adjusted and R1 readjusted until zero de- 

flection is obtained on the oscillograph. This deflection will remain 

zero for all conductor voltages up to the critical corona potential, 

aitd above this value the defìecti,n will b proportional to the ooron 

current ou the test conduotor. If the voltage oalibration of the 

cathode ray oscillograph t'zbe and the value of the resistance R2 are 

own the portion of the corons current corresponding to the flux tora- 

mating on the guarded plate can be readily calculated. This was the 

circuit employed in taking all cathode ray osoillograms in this paper. 

In the case of the oyolograms a modification of the original oir- 

cuit was used. The oscillator was disconnected from the horizontal 

deflector plate, and the output of a potential transforner with a ratio 

of five to one applied to the deflector plates. The high voltage wind- 

Ing of the potential transformer was connected to the voltmeter coil of 

the high voltage transformer. This arrangement makes the horizontal 

deflection proportional to the line voltage with a ratio of 5000 to i 

and the vertical deflection proportional to the conductor corona our- 

rent as explained above. 

The general arrangement of the equipment used in the investigation 

is shown in Fig. 4. The 3/4 inch hose shown at the right-hand ends of 

the ground planes carries the water forming the resistance load used to 

iniprove the voltage wave from the high voltage transformer. The cathode 

ray oscillograph, sweeping oscillator and auxiliary equipment in the 



Fig. 4. Geileral View of Laboratory Equipment 
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shielding cage are shown in Fig. 5. 



Fig. 5. Cathode Ray Oscillograph and Sveeping Oscillator 



THEORY OF CORONA 

It can be easily demonstrated by experimental evidence that 
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there are positively and negatively charged oarrierc of electricity 

or ions in the atmosphere at all times. These ions are lowrx to be 

formed from atoms or molecules of gas by eneri received from at least 

five different sources. Some of these sources are radioactivity, 

cosmic radiation, ultra-violet light, photoelectric effect, and Lenard 

effect. 

The Bohr theory of atomic structure is universally accepted as 

the best physical conception of the atom In spite of the faot that it 

is not in agreement with the principles of wave mechanics. This theory 

assuies the atom to be made up of a central positive nucleus about 

which electrons are arranged in various shells and orbits. In the 

simplest element, hydrogen, this central nucleus is composed of a single 

proton and in the most complex element, uranium, it is composed of nnr 

protons and electrons with the protons exceeding the electrons by 92 

which is the atomic number of the element. In neutral atoms the sloe- 

trons in the outer orbits are equal in number to the excess protons in 

the nucleus. 

The outer electrons can be removed from the atom by two methods, 

the absorption of radiated energy and ionization by collision phenom- 

ena described briefly in the introduction.. 

The phenomenon ol' corona formation may be explained as follows. 

The free electrons and negative ions in the air are accelerated by the 

dielectric field surrounding the conductor. When this voltage gradient 

reaches the critical value some of the electrons acquire enough enorr 
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while moving through their free paths to remove electrons from the 

atoms or molecules with which they collide, resulting in the f orina- 

tion of positive ions composed of the original atoms less the 

eleotror lost by collision. These positive ions have practically 

all the mass of the origiral atoms and ere, therefore, much lesa 

mobile than the electrons. 

Consider now the first negative half oyole of a voltage wave 

with a crest value slightly in excess of that necessary to oreate 

corona. As the potential increases in the negative direction the 

dielectric field repels the chance negative ions in the vicinity of 

the conductor. As the potential approaches its maximum negative value 

the gradient becomes great enough to produce ionization by collision. 

This liberates free electrons which behave as the negative ions ju8t 

described. The heavy sluggish positive ions resulting from the Ion- 

ization by collision aro attracted and move slowly toward the conduo- 

tor. Many of these positive ions are lost by falling on the conductor 

and by recombination but a great number remain in the space adjacent 

to the conductor. Thus a positive space ch.rge is formed about the 

negative conductor which is in turn surrounded by a negative space 

charge created by the electrons which have been repelled by the con- 

duotor field. This process continues until the potential wave reaches 

its maximum value.. At this instant ionization ceases, because the 

critical ionizing gradient has been extended to it maxinaun distance 

by the flux from the conductor minus the positive space ohare flux. 

As the potential decreases to zero no further ions ere added to the 

negative space charge since practically all negative ions have been 
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swept out of the ionized region; therefore, the negative space charge 

decreases in intensity due to recombination and diffusion of the ions. 

The recombination for this condition is very rapid because a 

part of the remaining outer negative space charge falls into the limer 

positive space charge as the repelling action of the conductor field 

decreases. A part of the positive space charge is also lost by neutral- 

ization when the positive ions fall on the conductor under the influence 

of its field. Notwithstanding the large numbers of positive ions 

neutralized by these various means positive space charges of eonsiderab 

magnitude remain around the conductor when the voltae reaches zero. 

As the conductor increases in potential in a positive direction 

the second half cycle after corona is initiated, the phenomena are much 

altered. The residual positive space charge field adds to the flwz of 

the positive conductor and the corona starts at a lower instantaneous 

potential than during the preceding negative half cycle. At the same 

instantaneous conductor potential the ionization is extended to a 

greater distance when the conductor is positive than when it is nega- 

.4-. 
..ive. 

All of the free electrons formed by ionization are swept rapidly 

out of the field and fall into the conductor where they are conducted 

away. This leaves only a larger positive space charge surrounding the 

positive conductor much less of which is lost by recornbination than 

during the previous half cycle because of the absence 2 free electro. 

The maxinaun voltage gradient is produced by the sum of the fluxes from 

the conductor and the positive space charge; therefore, the corona will 



again cease at the crest of the voltage wave because the gradient at 

the outer boundary of ioniat1on begins to decrease. Now as the con- 

ductor potential decreases a field is established between the persist- 

eilt positive space charge and the conductor and the space charge moves 

in tovrard the conductor still further increasing the gradient. If the 

maximum value of conductor potential has been sufficiently great to 

create a space charge of high density and large size,corona may be 

reestablished before the potential actually reverses. With a iiiaximum 

conductor potential slightly in excess of twice the value necessary to 

create the critical ionizing gradient the corona will start as the 

potential just crosses the zero axis. With very intense space charges 

corona niay start even before the conductor potential reverses in polar- 

ity. 

As the voltage increases on the second negative half cycle a 

high potential gradient is established between the conductor and the 

positive space charge that is very near the conductor. Small regions 

of intense ionization are formed between the negative conductor and 

the positive space charge which neutralize it abruptly vrith a sudden 

burst of corona current. These abrupt negative discharges cause 

electromagnetic radiations of radio frequency and these in turn cause 

audible radio interference. 
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The laboratory procedure followed was to put the test conductor 

to be studied in place and adjust it together with the corona free con- 

ductor to the desired distance from their neutral planes. The conduct- 

or was then highly polished. In the case of the solid conductors metal 

polish followed by clean cloths and chamois skin was found to give a 

good surface. The three sizes of cable used required considerably more 

work than solid wire. All burrs, dents, and other major imperfections 

were first removed with 7/O sandpaper. The conductor was then well pol- 

ished with ntal polish which was allowed to dry on the conductor. The 

residue from the polish was then removed with a brush, followed by 

cloths, tissue paper and a chamois skin. After the completion of the 

polishing the conductor was not touched with the hands until the compie- 

tion of the test, or in ease it was touched it was again polished with 

tissue paper and the chamois. It was found necessary to use the chamois 

to remove the lint left by the tissue paper. 

This appears to be an excessive amount of work and obviously does 

not represent a practical condition but it was found necessary in order 

to obtain consistent results. It was observed that the surface condi- 

tions of the polished conductors changed sufficiently in a few hours 

time under laboratory conditions to materially alter the corona char- 

aoteristics and repolishing was necessary to restore the original condi- 

tion. 

After the polishing process was completed the critical visual 

corona voltage was determired. This potential was checked several 

times to insure its accuracy. The voltage was then decreased to 
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s1iht1y below the critical potential and the resistances and capaci- 

tance of the bridge circuit adjusted until the charging current was 

balanced out. Cathode ray osoillograms and cyo1ogran were then taken 

of the corona current through the reiie of voltae. The radio receiv- 

ing set was then tuned to 1000 Kilocycles and the gain control and 

filament current adjusted to definite values so that all amplitudes 

obtained during different tests would be comparable. The output of 

the radio receiver was connected to one vibrator of the Dudde].]. oscil- 

lograph through an impedenco matching transformer. A set of Duddell 

osoillograma was then taken at the same voltages used for the cathode 

ray oscillograms and cyclograins. 

The test and standard conductor spacings were then changed and 

a complete record taken for the new spacing. Spacings of 24 and 36 

inches to the neutral plane were used with each conductor.. The di- 

mensions of the conductors used in the investigation are given in the 

following table: 

Conductor Dimensions 

Conductor A.W.G. Outside Number of Strand 
Material No. Diameter Strands Diameter 

Inches Inches 

Copper 10 0.099 1 0.099 

Copper 6 0.191 7 0.065 

Copper 00 0.422 7 0.140 

Aluminum 0000 0,569 7 0.188 
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Duddell oscillograms of the conductor to plane voltage and the 

audio frequency output of the radio receiver and cathode ray oscillo.. 

grans of the corona current were taken for each test condition. In 

addition to the above records oyclograin were taken for five tests. 

Oscillograins were taken at the nearest potential which was a multiple 

of five kilovolts below and above the critical disruption potential 

and at every ten kilovolts thereafter. All of the oscillograms that 

were taken during the investigation do not appear in this thesis. Only 

a suffioient number to make the data conclusive were included. 

The experimental data which were obtained were found to bear out 

every point of the corona theory presented. The oscillograms and 

cyclograms of Fig. 6 are particularly interesting since they show the 

conditions for a greater range of potentials above the critical dia- 

ruption value. Both sets of records show the increase in the corona 

current as the potential is raised above the critical disruption value. 

The oscillograms show definitely the very rapid rate of rise of the 

negative oorona current. In all instances the speed of the electron 

beam across the tube was so rapid that practically no record was ob- 

tamed until the current was well up toward the maximum value. The 

increase of positive corona current while rapid is not as abrupt as 

the negative rise. 

In the cyclograms on the right of Fig. 6, horizontal defleotions 

are proportional to line voltage and vertical deflections to corona 

current. These cyolograms show conclusively that as the maiiniìm poten- 

tial increases the corona starts at lower instantaneous conductor 

potentials. The 50 kv. oycloram shows that the corona currents do 
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not start until the potential has increased to approximately one- 

third of its iraxiznuin value. At 70 kv. the corona stsrting point is 

at not more than one-tenth the maxiimmì potential, and at 90 1cv. 

corona is actually in existance before the potential reverses in 

polarity on both halves of the voltage wave. This is very definite 

proof of the existauce of large space charges surrounding the con- 

ductor. 

When the phenomena were ewed directly on the fluorescent 

screen of the oscillograph tube much better definition was obtained 

than shown in the oscillograins because of the fact that the filin was 

not in intimate contact with the screen throughout the entire area. 

With better definition of visual observation another interesting phe- 

nomenon was apparent. The negative corona current was changing rnagiii- 

tude constantly, giving quite an irregular, rapidly changing line on 

the screen, showing the presence of oscillations of much higher fre- 

quencies and of appreoiable magnitudes. The positive deflcctions 

were very stable and smooth, each cycle behaving just as the previous 

one and showing no indication of oseillationn. The difference in the 

initial rate of increase of positive and negative corona currents was 

also very pronounced. 

The oscillograiTis of Fig. 7 show the conductor to neutral plane 

voltage and radio interference produced by the conductor corona for the 

same conditions as obtained for cathode ray oscillograms of Fig. 6. 

The 30 kv. oscillograzn was taken just below the critical disruptive 

potential. At 35 kv. it will be noted that the radio interference 

starts a very small electrical angle ahead of the maximum voltage and 
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on1r on the half portion of the cycle when the conductor is negative. 

Again, as the potential increases the corona and radio interference 

start at lower and loiver instantaneous potentials as the maximum volt- 

age i3 increased. 

These records were extended to 110 kv. which is 3.52 times the 

critical disruptive potential and at no time was interference caused by 

corona occurring during the positive half cycle of the voltage wave. 

It will also be noted upon inspection of Figs. 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 

and 21, which represent every test condition, that at no time was radio 

interference obtained during the positive half of the volge cycle. 

The rough, oscillating character of t'ne corona occurring during the 

negative half Cycle becomes more pronounced as the conductor size is 

increased. Even the photographic records show this fact in the case of 

the large conductors. Ythen the image is viewed directly on the fluor- 

ascent screen it appears very jagged and contains many sharp breaks, 

indicating sudden changes in the corona current. These changes are 

perhaps as great as 1O of the maximum corona current at the higher 

potentials. The small spots that appear during the rise of the nega- 

tive current in the oscillogranis of Fig. 12 and Fig. 20 are the result 

of tnese pronounced oscillations. 

It will be remembered that all of the previous oscillograins 

apply only to highly polished conductors. To investigate the effect 

of a somewhat poorer surface condition an oscillograin was taken of 

the No. 6 cable in a semi-polished state. In this condition it was 

possible to obtain radio interference when the conductor was positive. 
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Duddell and cathode ray osci11orains of this condition at 110 kî. re 

showxì in Fig. 22. An investigation of the phenomena were niade in a 

darkened room and it was found that the radio interference appearing on 

the positive half of the voltage cycle ppeared simultaneously with the 

formation of typical "positive corona pluines.0 These plutos are local- 

ised intermittent corona dischargthat produce an audible snapping 

noise and appear on the positive half of the voltage wave only. They 

project themselves out relatively large distances from the conductor 

surfece. Under the conditions of this test they were often observed to 

be as much as three or four inches in length. These positive discharges 

last only a very short interval of time as is shown by the Dudde. oscil- 

logram. The sudden change of current caused by these positive corona 

plumes causes oscillations in the circuit and produce serious radio iii- 

terference. It will be noted from the Duddell oscillogram of Fig. 22 

that the positive radio interference, although of very short duration, 

is extremely intense. On the second positive half cycle of the oscil- 

logram the radio interference record extends completely to the bottom 

of the oscillograrn. 

Two groups of corona current curves were plotted from data obtain- 

ed from the cathode ray o8cillograms. The maximum values of the two 

positive corona current half cycles and the maximum value of the negative 

corona current were accurately asured from the oscillograrn negatives. 

The average of these three values xmiltiplied by the current calibration 

of the oscillograph tube which was explained under the heading Labore- 

tory Equipment was taken as the maximum corona current to the test 

plate. It is that scale which appears on all cathode ray oscillograms 
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and cyclogramß. 

This current converted to inicroamperes per foot of conductor 

was multiplied by, the ratio of the capacitance per foot of con- 

ductor to an infinite neutral plane, to the capacitance per foot of 

conductor to the shielded plate of the experimental neutral plane. 

This correction converts the experimental values of corona current to 

the total corona current per foot of conductor. This correction neg- 

lots the flux distortion caused by unsyitimetrical corona formation on 

the conductor, however, this is believed to be negligible for the con- 

ditions of this investigation. The derivation of' the equation and the 

calculation of the capacitance values used in determining the corona 

current correction factors are shown in Appendix I. 

The corrected maximum corona current values per foot of con- 

duotor for all conductors and spacings investigated are shown graph- 

ically in Fig. 23. From these curves it will be seen that at the 

larger values of S/r the corona current increases quite rapidly as 

the voltae is raised above the critical value through a small range. 

Above this range the current is practically a straight line function 

of the potential. Although the data are not conclusive due to an in-' 

sufficient potential range they indiate that the same phenomena 

would be observed at snmller values of S/r to a more pronounced degree. 

The curves as plotted show very nicely the effect of S/r on the 

visual corona voltage of conductors. The initial abrupt rise of the 

negative corona current as a function of the potential to the neutral 

plane is shown graphically in Fig. 24 for all conductors and spacings 
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investigated. These curves show that as the vaLie of S/r becomes 

smaller, the initial current rise becomes larger and 1arer. Since 

this initial current undoubtedly sets the line in oscillation with the 

attendant radio interference, therefore, close spacings should be 

avoided in the construction of transxni3sion lines. Close spacings a 

decrease the critical visual voltage. 

There are a number of problems which the work connected with the 

preparation of this thesis has suggested. 

It would be particularly interesting and valuable to Imow all of 

the various factors that influence the sudden rise of negative corona 

current. 

The effect of frequency on the radio interference produced by 

corona would be a very important and intere3ting subject for investi- 

gation. In the light of present biowledge it is apparent that the time 

interval between successive half cycles will have a nrked influence 

on the ngnitude of the residual space charges around a conductor and 

the radio interference from corona. 

The present lmow].edge of direct current corona is very meager 

but is assuming increasing importance as the possibility for high volt- 

age direct current transmission of pawer increases. Therefore, an in-' 

vestigation of the radio interference characteristics of direct current 

corona would be of interest and value. 

The conductor surface conditions have been found to play a very 

important part in the formation of positive corona plumes. An investi- 

gation of the relative weathering characteristics of copper and alumi- 

num from the standpoint of the radio interference produced as a result 
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of changes in surface condition would be worth while and would yield 

very valuable practical information. 



CONCLUS IONS 

1 Radio interference from corona on wel]. polished conductors 

occurs only when the conductor is negative. 

2 Surface contamination causes the radio interference to occur 

for both positive and negative conductor polarities. 

3 The initial increase in negative corona current is a sudden 

rush of very steep wave front which is much more abrupt than 

the normal positive corona current rise. 

4 The magnitude of the initial rush of negative corona current 

is a function of the conductor spaci.ng and radius. 

5 Pronounced oscillations occur in the neative conductor corona 

current. The magnitude of these oscillations is dependent on 

the circuit constants. 

6 The low voltage cathode ray oscillograph used in conjunction 

with a bridge type of circuit for balancing out the conductor 

charging current has proved to be a very reliable and practical 

device for studying conductor corona currents. 
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APPENDIX I 



DEP/vA TION or EQUA TIONS OR CALCULA TÍ,AJG 

CAPACITANCE BETWEEN CONDUCTOR AND NEUTPLIL PLANE 

SYMBOLS 

C = ccl,oac//ar7ce 

= d/e/ec/r,c flux 

D dìè/ec/ric flux cJerìsi/y 

A area 

V ve/oc,'iLy of /iq/'t 3 X /0/0 cet? hmeì'ers per 

se cori cl 

g = po7Lep7 ,L ,/ qtad,e,vL 

re/a five ,perrr7ift/ v/,v 

X a'/5tcrnce, a/orìq r?eul'ra/ p/ar?e at riqh/- angles 

to a perper?thcu/cJP- from the cona'vctor fo the 

r'eutra/ ,p/ai-?e 

= c//stance frai-r? conduc/or to point in 

d,e/ectr,c field 

'5 = 5'pcicfr?g ft-Or?-? cOr?a'uctOr fo imaqe of cor'- 

ductor such fhai the neufrc,/ plane is 

fro,7' CO t? cluctor 

r = cor'cluctor- radius 

e vo/taqe (maximu'r) 

e,,, vo/taqe to nev/ra/ (max/»'tìtr') 



EcUA TIONS: 

The capac//cince in aiy C,rcv,iL: 

C=T! (1) 

rot- city eqv/po/e1 icil surface 
9LA (2) 

- (2a) 

f or / ce,thme,7Ler of I/ne me flux /hro ugh an area 

of e/erneniLa/ wiJ/h dx 
/C9kdx (I) qx 47Tv' ("J) 

1/- can be sho'vn fhai', ."vhen S /arqe compar-ecí 
* to r, the neu/r-ci/ plane 

I r(S)e,,2 7 
q //oq6(.)J (4) 

whet? 

a2= (5) 

Then fr-orn equa//o's (4) ano' (5) 
fSe, 7 1 

q = ¡10g6 /(/)27Lx2 (6) 

And thom equa,ons (3) ana' (&) 

//Q91k) 5e,, _____ d' ( v/! 
/0q6 /J(7;77 2 (7) 

* r: w P8E'Ik "D,&/eJr/c Pher'or'e,'ci ¡r,' Hh-tb//aq LtyiiriPìr" pp. 339. 



/nteqra77q 

4 V2 x2 

1x 
/O9Se,, dx 

X, 

/0 9A- e,7 

I- 

-I___ -/ ¿X, / 
- 3aP7 5f57 (8) 
- 4TTv2/o96 

f rom equa/1cr'a (I) at7d (8) the coac,tat7ce fo the 

nevtì-a/ p/ar'e, be tweeT? ac7c/ X2 

/0 A 

/, 
¿X 

(V c= 
¿iT V2/Oq6 

The capacitance be tween a irìfiri,'i'-e pevtra/ plane 

ana' cor'ucfo,- ofrad,íj p, from the ç'evtra/ p/an 

,K, 0 at-pa' ÀíE 

()/09A- l'_if 
C = 22b0qE2 _o)= 2v2Ioq 

faraaS' per cent,rne/er 

of conductor- (io) 

SuJ.757L/1L(JÌL/t?y cu,rfle,sJ6P?S of test c,rcv,7L ipj cor, - 

Ve1-s/o,7 factr5 In equa//or? (/0) for infihì>Le 

nevtra/ plane (Á i. O,) 

ì2 54)(/2)(/0 'X/) 
C - 

(2)13 x/O ¿O)(2 303) /o - 

735x /7 
- farcids Der foot of Jine 

(II) 



For 1L57L pia/e 7/. 8 Cet7h/77efers w,le, 4 //7Che5, 

(60. 35 cet? hn'eters) from corductor, x, = O , and 
X2 = 35 9 cen 7':/f77e/ers) from equai'iat7 (9) 

C - tan 1OJ 

(2)(/d'k 2?/5(0./677r) 
(o. /67,)(/C 9),4 

y / 5' 1nva5- per cen/imeter 

(/2) 

In air; from equalLion (h::) 

C - 9(/O 20x2.303) log,0 

2.45x /O 

= 
farad per foot of p/ate 

(/3) 

f,1- te5fp/ct 7/. d cent,theiLers wide, 36 inches 
( 9/. 4 ceri hmeter,) fro,r' conductor, x, O , and 

''2 3.5: 9 centimeters, from eqvatk2r (9) 

(2)(/C9/lc t -i 
71.8 C = 2 y2 /oq 

tan - ta ' o] 

(0. ¡/92) lT (/0 9jk 
=- 

7T V /o 
fat-ads per cen/ime/er of p/ale 

(/4) 

In o'Ù from equation (/4) 
. 

C = 
//.92) (/2,)( 54)(/0 9) 

(9)(/020)(2 303)/oq,0 

/.752 x /02 
I - - 5 faracls per foot of p/ate 
ic.ìq,0 _7 () 



SAMPLE CALCULA TION FOP NO /0 COPPEP WIPE 

Had/us r 0.0495 ir? ches 

3pacinq 3 48 ,t'ches 

Loq, 970 23868 

Subs iLilLwLip?q 'r equa/ior 

_______ 
- ¿.9568 

0.820 /0 farc,cjy per foot 

0.520 romxívfa'z7ds per foot of p/a te 



DERIvA T/OA/ OF EQIJA T/OA/ FOR CAL CL/LA T/A/G CAPACI TA NCE 

FROM CONDUC TOP TO TES T PLA TE FROM ExPEPIMEN TAL DA TA 

SYMBOLS 

C = capacifar?ce 

vo/tcqe, .vo/fs max/thvo7 

- vo//ciq, vo/,- iLo maximum 

vo/taqe) vo/t5' to neo/rc/I, effect/ye 

charqirig curre17t a/77peres 7X?X//77(J/77 

X capaci i',ve reac tance 

f = frequency, cycles per second 

Te5 t p/ct te length 202.5 cetn"meters ì 64 feet 

EQUA TIONS: 

/1-? any circuit the capaci five rec7ctaç?ce 

E / = 
-7-- ? TTfC IC 

Then the capacitance from the cor'cìuci'or to /he 

t'st p/ate ¡s 

IC 
C 

= ¿7TfE 
(/7) 



Subsl'//o/i/7g cor?sfat77' v lues ù-' eqzla tk'n (/ 7) 

IC C 
- '6 28(59. À76. 64t 4/4) E, 

85 Ic x / faracis per fool 

of p/cite (/8) 

SAMPLE CALCULA TÍO/VS FOP A/O. /0 COPPER WIRE SPACED 

24 INCHES FROM NEUTRAL PLANE 

4 77' 5 A' /0 6 amperes ( 775 microampeis) 

FI; - 2. 5 /0 vo/Is ( ¿'5 J//oi'o/ts) 

Svbatitutinq /1? equa//or? (/8v) 

C = 
(?.a5)(775)(/o) = 08ö4 

(2. 5)(/0 4) 
S m,cromicrofarccJs per iSo/ of ,o/a/e 
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